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SF MoMA Spotlights Ceramics in Recent Art Practice 
By Sean Martinfield 
 
Highlighting the revived medium of ceramics, SFMOMA presents New Work: Tiago 
Carneiro da Cunha and Klara Kristalova, an exhibition that pairs figurative ceramic 
sculpture by two contemporary artists who are infusing the medium’s unassuming 
form with complex political and artistic references. 

Carneiro da Cunha lives and work in Brazil, and Kristalova is based in Sweden, but, 
despite very different cultural backgrounds, they work in a strikingly similar vein. 
Each artist draws on ceramics’ association with childhood craft projects, making 
sculptures that conjure characters from fairy tales or comic books. The objects’ 
distorted surfaces and rough glazing may suggest child’s play, but these elements of 
simplicity and exuberance quickly yield to more serious concepts and darker visions. 
Crafting intentional imperfections into their work, Carneiro da Cunha and Kristalova 
subvert the assumed innocence of childlike expression and suggest history’s dark 
potential to repeat itself if children (or adults) are told falsehoods about the simplistic 
nature of the world. 
 
This latest installment of SFMoMA’s ongoing New Work series is organized by 
Alison Gass, assistant curator of painting and sculpture, and gathers approximately 
20 sculptures from public and private collections worldwide, marking both artists’ 
first exhibition at a major U.S. museum. 

“Like the best political art, these works resist didacticism, engaging instead in 
timeless fantasies that borrow the shared language of childhood and fundamental 
human psychology,” says Gass. “The sculptures’ universal—even fantastical—
subjects, along with their intimate scale, seductive colors, and shimmering surfaces, 
seem equally lovely and strange. They also allow the viewer to look at them in a way 
that eases the contemplation of weightier issues.” 

With a few notable exceptions among California artists—especially in the Bay Area, 
where figures such as Peter Voulkos in the 1950s and Robert Arneson in the 1960s 
were early to embrace ceramics’ potential—ceramics have remained on the sidelines 
of modern art, categorized primarily as the stuff of tableware and souvenir trinkets. 
Recent years have seen a revival of small-scale works made from ephemeral and less 
valuable elements, bringing ceramics fully into contemporary art practice, perhaps as 
part of a wider renewal of interest in fragile, imperfect, and inexpensive materials. 

Klara Kristalova’s art practice uses the language of particularly idyllic and fantastic 
childhood reveries (Hans Christian Andersen tales, stuffed animals, pudgy toddler 
bodies), yet she renders the innocent as mysterious and unsettling. In Game (2008), 
for instance, a young girl sits blindfolded and alone—is this truly a game or 
something much more sinister? The delicate bend of the figure’s neck and the pale, 
almost-iridescent glazing seem benign, but the scene of gentle repose is broken by 
the drips of glaze that run from the dark edges of the blindfold. 

 
Kristalova has also made a series of sculptures of children wearing masks. These 



works capture the playful nature of a child’s ability to make a toy from a found 
object, but can also feel ominous. In She’s Got a Good Head (2010), for instance, the 
figure’s hollow ghost-eyes stare out from beneath a strange balloon-like sack 
covering its head. The Owlchild (2009), a work that stands almost at the height of a 
three year old, seems at first to be a costumed figure at play. Yet Kristalova notes 
that it was inspired by an image of a child suffocating with a bag over its face. The 
figure’s frozen pose resists a playful mood, instead veering into more serious 
territory. Fantasy likewise becomes dangerous and even physically overbearing in 
Kukuschnik II (2007), in which a sleeping figure is crushed under the weight of a 
cartoonish, mouse-like creature enlarged to human scale. 

Kristalova’s imagery summons the contents of a little girl’s ideal playroom, complete 
with dolls ready to be perched on the edge of a toy chest. But the distorted, 
ambiguous nature of her sculptures at times enters the realm of nightmares. The 
artist’s aim, however, is not simply to shock but to reveal complexities in human 
nature and to examine how—for better or worse—histories are passed down 
through generations. 

Tiago Carneiro da Cunha’s career began at seventeen when his comics were 
published in the Brazilian underground magazine Animal. While his practice is 
influenced by the kitsch culture of Brazilian adventure stories and folklore, it also 
encompasses violent and sexual subject matter. Much like the Pop-inspired artists 
Jeff Koons and Urs Fischer, Carneiro da Cunha experiments with a range of forms—
including ceramic ashtrays, plant holders, and souvenir-like objects—that conflate 
high and low culture, humor and seriousness, beauty and filth. 
 
Gargantua Rex (2009) depicts a fleshy, bloated form sinking into a bedlike base. The 
figure’s crown and scepter mark him as a cartoonish king, head thrown back in 
laughter. Simultaneously grotesque and absurd, he seems the embodiment of 
oblivious greed and power. Lazy and inert, the reclining ruler laughs while bloody red 
glaze drips from his body. Here violence is combined with power, resulting in a ruler 
who is completely disconnected—either from his own demise or possibly from the 
violence surrounding or perhaps supporting his gruesome repose. 

Brazil has a rich history of modernist abstraction, but Carneiro da Cunha looks further 
into the past. The strong colors in his work reflect Brazilian tradition, but they are 
also the colors of European art; renaissance painting is a particular influence. This 
stylistic invocation extends beyond color: Carniero da Cunha’s Antropomorfismo 
Nietzchiano Cocando (2009), for example, echoes the composition of a reclining 
Venus, a renaissance staple in which a naked woman’s body is stretched along a 
comfortable support, often in a pastoral setting. While the work approximates such a 
pose, it negates almost all other Venus-like elements entirely, evoking violence 
instead of beauty, and death rather than repose. 
 
Klara Kristalova was born in Prague in 1967 and lives and works near Norrtälje, 
Sweden. She studied at the Royal University College of Fine Art, Stockholm, and has 
participated in numerous group and solo shows. Most recently her work was 
included in Luc Tuymans: A Vision of Central Europe, an exhibition curated by 
Tuymans for the Bruges Central City Festival 2010. 

Tiago Carneiro da Cunha was born in São Paulo in 1973 and lives and works in Rio 
de Janeiro. He was an associate research student in the MFA program at Goldsmiths 



College, University of London, and has participated in many group and solo shows. 
He recently curated Law of the Jungle for Lehmann Maupin Gallery, New York. 


